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Sublime - Eye Of Fatima
Tom: A

   |--------------------------------------------------|
|What Happenedye of Fatima                       |
|Tabs by: Sébastien Couture  |
|--------------------------------------------------|

I've been trying to find this tab on the net for months. I
couldn't find one that
made sence. So I told myself, "Why don't I write it?" So I
did. It's only two power
chords so it's really easy.
Here it goes...

Chord 1            Chord 2

Eadd11  (7 9 9 8 7 7)
C#add11 (4 6 6 5 4 4)
Dadd11  (5 7 7 6 5 5)
B    (7 7 9 9 9 7)
Ab       (4 6 6 5 4 4)
A        (5 7 7 6 5 5)
Bb       (6 8 8 7 6 6)
C#sus4   (9 9 11 11 11 9)

-Chord 1-
         She's got the   Eye of Fatima                      in
the     wall of his room

               Three     bottles of Tequila
Three     cats and a broom

-Chord 2-
               He got a  15-year-old angel
And she's all dressed in black
--4----4----4----4----|--5----5----5----5----|--5----5----5---
-5----|--7----7----7----7----|
--4----4----4----4----|--5----5----5----5----|--5----5----5---
-5----|--9----9----9----9----|
--5----5----5----5----|--6----6----6----6----|--6----6----6---

-6----|--9----9----9----9----|
--6----6----6----6----|--7----7----7----7----|--7----7----7---
-7----|--9----9----9----9----|
--6----6----6----6----|--7----7----7----7----|--7----7----7---
-7----|--7----7----7----7----|
--4----4----4----4----|--5----5----5----5----|--5----5----5---
-5----|--7----7----7----7----|

-Chord 1-
-Chord 2-
             He got     15 bindles of          cocaine tied up
in a   sack

|--------------------|
|The rest is the same|
|--------------------|

This here's a government experiment
And we're drivin' like hell
We'll get some cowboys on acid
And stay in motels
We gonna eat up some wide open spaces
Like it was the top of the Nile
The hands on the clock are gonna be here
A while

An eye of Eye of Fatima
In the wall of the hotel room
And cowboys on acid
Are like Egyptian cartoons
No one ever conquered Wyoming
From the left or from the right
Just stay in the hotel room
Stay up all night
|----|
|Solo|
|----|

(This is really easy you just slide your hand with the same
power chord as before.)

Acordes


